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Docket Number: 23/12519 Applicant: TowerCo 2013 LLC., represented by 
David Hockey of TowerCo, 5000 Valleystone Drive, 
Cary, NC 27519 

Property Owners: Del B. Stall and Robyn R. Stall, 
2241 NE 142nd Avenue, Elkhart, IA50073 

Request:  Approval of a Conditional Use Permit for a new 157-foot tall monopole communication 
tower at 2241 NE 142nd Avenue to serve as the site for T-Mobile radio equipment cabinets and 
antenna.  An Iowa DOT project is requiring the removal of the existing T-Mobile communication 
tower on the property to the north across NE 142nd Avenue. The proposed tower will replace and 
fill the coverage gap created by the removal of the existing tower. 

Subject Property / Surrounding Land Uses: 
The subject property is located at 2241 NE 142nd Avenue, Elkhart, and is legally described as a 
portion of the Northwest Quarter of Section 19, Township 81 North, Range 23 West of the 5th 
P.M. (Elkhart Township). The subject property is approximately 155.73 acres in size and is zoned
“AG” Agricultural District. The site is owned by Del B. Stall and Robyn R. Stall and is used for
agricultural production and contains a home and several buildings used for their operation. In
the northeast corner of the property there is an existing U.S. Cellular tower that is contained
within a 100’ X 100’ lease area and takes access from NE 142nd Avenue via a 30’ foot wide access
and utility easement. The proposed tower is to be located just to the west of the existing tower
on site.

The subject property is located at the southeast corner of NE 22nd Street and NE 142nd Avenue. 
The subject property is approximately three quarters (3/4) of a mile east of the City of Alleman 
and one (1) mile north of the City of Ankeny corporate limits. Interstate 35 runs parallel to the 
eastern boundary of the property. Surrounding properties are also zoned “AG” Agricultural 
District and primarily utilized in row crop production. There are a few residential homes in the 
surrounding area, which appear to be located on existing area farming operations. See 
Attachment A for a vicinity map of the subject property and surrounding area. The existing 
communication tower located on the subject was established with an approved Conditional Use 
Permit and site plan in 2002. 

Application 
The Polk County Zoning Ordinance, Article 4: Use Regulations, Division 2, Table 4.1, Table of Uses 
permits Communication Towers within the “AG” Agricultural District upon the granting of a 
Conditional Use Permit by the Polk County Board of Adjustment. The subject property is owned 
by Del B. Stall and Robyn R. Stall and is used for row crop production while also containing their 
farmstead.  The applicants, TowerCo 2013 LLC represented by David Hockey, are proposing a new 
157-foot tall monopole communication tower to be located in the northeast corner of the subject
property, just to the west of the existing U.S. Cellular tower. The tower would provide T-Mobile
coverage and replace the tower on the property to the north that is to be removed for an Iowa
DOT expansion project along Interstate 35. The old tower on the north side of NE 142nd Avenue
will be removed by TowerCo four (4) weeks after the new tower is complete and equipment has
been transferred.  See Attachment B at the end of this report for a copy of the application.
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In addition to the 157-foot monopole tower, also proposed is fencing, landscaping materials, and 
a 230 square feet (20’ x 11.5’) area for T-Mobile equipment cabinets. A proposed 12-foot wide 
access drive will connect the tower site to the gravel access driveway and entrance in the 
northeast corner of the property. Under Article 15, Construction Standard, of the Zoning 
Ordinance the tower drive may be a granular surface, but must maintain a durable and dust free 
surface. The new gravel access drive will be contained within a 30-foot access and utility 
easement. The new access will also be extended to provide access to the existing tower to the 
east, as the current access drive for the exiting tower is now within the expanded Iowa DOT ROW. 
See Attachment C at the end of this report for a copy of the draft site plan showing the proposed 
location of the tower and associated improvements on the subject property. 

The proposed setbacks for the tower are approximately 157 feet from the northern property 
line/Iowa DOT ROW line along NE 142nd Avenue, 364 feet from the eastern property line parallel 
to Interstate 35, and over 2000 feet to the southern and western property lines. The proposed 
tower location meets the minimum nonresidential setback requirements for the “AG” Agricultural 
District. Also, the tower is setback 157 feet from the property line and all other structures to provide 
a sufficient radius of clear land and ensure that a tower collapsed will be contained within the 
property. There is no height limit for communication towers within the “AG” Agricultural District so 
long as all other provisions can be met. If this Conditional Use Permit application is approved, the 
applicants are required to submit an engineered site plan to Polk County for review and approval 
prior to construction. The site plan is required to demonstrate compliance with the standards for 
commercial communication towers, including minimum setbacks, landscaping, and 
nonresidential performance standards within the “AG” Agricultural District. Following site plan 
approval, review of construction plans and issuance of a building permit is also required from 
Polk County Public Works prior to construction. 

Public Testimony 
Staff mailed out a total of six (6) notices regarding this request, including the date and time of 
the public hearing, to surrounding property owners within the 500-foot notification boundary. 
To-date staff has received zero (0) responses regarding this application.   

Natural Resources / Environmental 
The subject property is not located within a mapped floodplain, nor does it contain other mapped 
environmental hazards or features. The site topography contains some minor undulations that 
are common in row crop production fields with a gradual slope from the northwest corner to the 
southeast corner of the property. There is a high elevation of approximately 1014 feet within the 
farmstead in the northwest corner of the property, and a low elevation of approximately 990 feet 
within a drainage swale in the southeast corner of the property. The site contains some existing 
mature trees on the farmstead in the northwest corner and some landscaping around the existing 
tower in the northeast corner. Additional landscaping would be required to screen the 
communication tower and associated equipment.  

Roads / Utilities 
The subject property has approximately 2,571 feet of frontage to the north onto NE 142nd 
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Avenue, and approximately 2,634 feet of frontage to the east onto NE 22nd Street. The site 
currently has two existing driveway entrances onto NE 142nd Avenue, one for the farmstead and 
another for the existing communication tower. The tower site will be accessed via a proposed 
12-foot wide drive extending north and south to a proposed gravel driveway entrance to be 
placed within a 30-foot access and utility easement. This proposed gravel entrance will also serve 
the existing tower to the east, as the existing entrance will become DOT ROW. Both NE 142nd 
Avenue and NE 22nd Street are hard surface roadways maintained by Polk County. Public water 
is adjacent to the property along both NE 22nd Street and NE 142nd Avenue through Des Moines 
Water Works (DMWW). The three (3) inch water line along NE 142nd avenue only extends as far 
as the farmstead in the northwest corner of the site. The existing home on the site is served by 
an onsite septic system. The proposed communication tower does not require water or sanitary 
utilities.  
 
Findings 
 
Conditional Use Permit (23/12519) 
 
Analysis  
The Board of Adjustment in reviewing an application for a Conditional Use permit shall consider the 
proposal in terms of the following: 
1. Existing zoning and land use in the vicinity of the uses. 

The subject property and surrounding area are zoned “AG” Agricultural District, and 
primarily dedicated to row crop production with a few rural residences. Interstate 35 runs 
parallel to the subject properties eastern boundary. 

 
2. Planned and proposed public and private development, which may be adversely affected 

by the proposed use. 
There are no planned or proposed private developments in the area. The tower is being 
proposed in conjunction with the required removal of an existing tower on an adjacent 
property due to an Iowa DOT Project. This proposal will support the Iowa DOT in ensuring 
there are no delays in their progress. 

 
3. Whether and to what extent the proposed use, at the particular location for which it is 

suggested, is necessary or desirable to provide a development which is in the interest of 
the public convenience or which will contribute to the general welfare of the area or Polk 
County. 
The proposed wireless communication facility will fill the coverage gap created by the 
removal of the existing on-air tower on the property to the north to accommodate an Iowa 
DOT project. Maintaining T-Mobile coverage in the area is in the interest of the public and 
E911 services. 
 

4. Whether and to what extent all steps possible have been taken by the developer to 
minimize any adverse effects of the proposed use on the immediate vicinity and on the 
public health, safety and welfare in general.  
If approved, the applicants are required to provide a fully engineered site plan to 
demonstrate compliance with the County’s siting requirements for communication towers. 
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Furthermore, they have proposed a setback from the property line that will pose no risk to 
adjacent properties and ROW’s in the case of structural failure. 

Findings 

The application shall be denied if the Board of Adjustment finds any of the following: 

a. The application and record fail to establish compliance with the standard made
applicable to the proposed development by the provision of this Ordinance.
Following approval of the Conditional Use Permit the applicants are required to provide
an engineered site plan, as well as construction plans, for review and approval by Polk
County, prior to any construction.

b. The proposed use, developed in the proposed manner, and at the proposed location,
would be inconsistent with the standards pursuant to the provisions of this Ordinance.
The proposed site contains an existing utility tower. The proposed communication tower
and improvements are compatible with the existing nature of the property. Additionally,
required site plan and building permit review will ensure compliance with all County
requirements for the use.

c. The adverse impacts on the overall public health, safety and welfare are not balanced by
the public or private benefits of the proposal.  The Board of Adjustment shall include in
this balance, any proposals of the applicant and any conditions that it might impose on
the development, pursuant to the provisions of this Ordinance, to ameliorate problems
associated with the development.
Future site plan and building permit review will ensure the established standards for
communication towers are met, with the intent of protecting the public health, safety and
welfare.

In addition, no application for a Conditional Use Permit shall be approved unless the Board of 
Adjustment specifically finds the proposed conditional use appropriate in the location for which 
it is proposed.  This finding shall be based on the following criteria:   

A. The proposed use is not in harmony with the general purpose, goals, objectives, and
standards of the following:

1. Polk County Comprehensive Plan:  The proposal is consistent with the goals and
policies of the 2050 Polk County Comprehensive Plan.

2. Polk County Zoning Ordinance:  The Ordinance allows the proposed use pending
approval of this Conditional Use Permit by the Board of Adjustment, and pending the
following: Future approval of an engineered site plan, building permit review,
issuance and inspections, as well as completion of all improvements and issuance of
a certificate of use by Polk County Public Works.

3. Other plan, program, map, or ordinance adopted, or under consideration pursuant
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to official notice, by the County:  None. 

B. The proposed location of the use is not consistent with policies or provisions of the
following:

1. Comprehensive Plan:  The proposed use is consistent with the goals and policies of
the 2050 Polk County Comprehensive Plan.

2. Polk County Zoning Ordinance:  Communication towers are allowed within the “AG”
Agricultural District, subject to approval of a Conditional Use Permit by the Board of
Adjustment.

3. Other plan, program, map, or ordinance adopted, or under consideration pursuant
to official notice, by the County:  None.

C. The proposed use at the proposed location results in a substantial or undue adverse effect
on any of the following either as they now exist or as they may in the future be developed
as a result of the implementation of provisions and policies of the Comprehensive Plan,
this Ordinance, or any other plan, program, map, or ordinance adopted, or under
consideration pursuant to official notice, by the County or other governmental agency
having jurisdiction to guide growth and development:

1. Adjacent property:  Adjacent properties are similarly zoned, and currently used
agriculturally in row crop production. Interstate 35 runs along the east border of the
subject property. There are a few residences nearby, with the closest over 500 feet
away from the proposed tower location. Most of the residences also appear to be
located on active farming operations in the area and occupied by area farmers.
Property owners within 500 feet were notified of this request, and no comments
have been received to-date. The current zoning and future land use of the larger
surrounding area is agricultural.

2. Character of the neighborhood:  All surrounding property is zoned and utilized
agriculturally, with the exception of a few sparse residences and the existing
communication tower on site.

3. Traffic conditions:  The proposed communication tower use will generate little to no
traffic.

4. Parking:  The proposed use will not generate additional onsite or offsite parking.

5. Public improvements:  No impact upon future public improvements is anticipated.
The proposed tower will replace a tower to be removed for an Iowa DOT project.

6. Public sites or rights-of-way:  No impact upon public sites or adjacent rights-of-way
is anticipated.
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7. Other matters affecting the public health, safety, and general welfare:  None.

D. The proposed use in the proposed area is not adequately served by or imposes an undue
burden on any of the following.

1. Public improvements: Adequate for proposed use.

2. Public facilities: Adequate for proposed use.

3. Public utilities: Adequate for proposed use.

4. Public services: Adequate for proposed use.

Recommendation 
Staff recommends approval of the Conditional Use Permit to allow for the construction of a new 
157-foot tall communication tower and associated improvements on the subject property,
subject to the following conditions of approval:

1. The applicants shall submit a Major Site Plan drawing from an Iowa licensed engineer
certifying the proposed tower design and associated improvements meet the minimum
safety requirements and use standards for communication towers contained within the
Polk County Zoning Ordinance. The Major Site Plan drawing shall be approved prior to any
construction activity. Prior to issuance of a certificate of use, all required site
improvements shall be completed and inspected by Polk County. The applicant shall meet
Polk County Air Quality Division construction and operation permit requirements for the
generator planned within the lease area.

2. The applicant shall keep any dirt, mud and debris from accumulating on adjacent roads
during and after construction of the drive, lease area and tower.

3. Building and electrical permits shall also be obtained after the site plan drawing is approved.
4. The applicant shall submit evidence of meeting FCC and FAA requirements.



Attachment A



Attachment B
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(K) Communication Towers.

Radio or TV broadcasting towers, telecommunications towers, antenna arrays (except
residential satellite dishes). All towers shall be located so that they do not interfere with
radio and television reception in residential areas. All towers shall meet the Ankeny
Regional Airport Tall Structures Zoning Ordinance.

The following regulations apply to all commercial communication towers except for ham
and citizen band radios.

(1) Height. The maximum height for a commercial communication tower in the
HI District and LI District is 350'. The maximum height in the GC and AT Districts
is 180'. There is no maximum height for commercial communications towers in
the AG District.

RESPONSE
The proposed tower will be 150’ (to top of steel, 157’ including the lightning rod).
Therefore, this requirement has been satisfied.

(2) Setbacks. A commercial communication tower and any accompanying
structure must meet the standard nonresidential setbacks for the underlying
district. In addition to the setback requirements, there must be sufficient radius
of clear land around the tower so that its collapse will be contained on this
property. Unless the collapse radius is otherwise specified and certified by an
engineer licensed in Iowa, the tower shall be set back from the property line a
distance equal to the height of the tower and antenna. Also, there must be
enough area for a vehicle doing maintenance to maneuver on the property.

RESPONSE
The proposed tower is setback 157’ from the property line (height of the tower).
Therefore, this poses no threat to public safety and complies with the requirement of
this section.

(3) Lighting. Towers located within one (1) mile of a residential zoning district
shall use dual lighting system strobe during the day and red incandescent
lighting, at night or only red incandescent lighting, subject to FAA requirements.

RESPONSE

The proposed tower does not require review by the FAA.  Nor does it require lighting
and TowerCo does not propose lighting it.  Therefore, this requirement is not
applicable.

(4) Landscaping.

(a) The adverse visual impact of a tower shall be minimized through design,
location and landscape screening around the tower base and any associated
structures. Innovative camouflaging techniques may also be used to
minimize the visual impact of a tower. The landscape screening requirement
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may be waived by the Zoning Administrator under the following situations: 

1) The tower is located in the midst of a wooded area and the existing vegetation
will provide sufficient screening for the duration of the use.

2) The tower is located in a rural district and in a farm field at least 660' away
from an existing or known proposed use or public space where the landscape
screening will not be visible from the public roadway.

(b) All landscaping must consist of evergreens or hedge shrubs located outside
of any fenced area but within the leased area. Landscaping materials shall
be adequately spaced to provide screening. Minimum plantings shall be six
(6) foot minimum height for evergreen or four (4) foot minimum height for
hedge shrubs at time of planting.

RESPONSE

Please refer to Sheet C2 and L1 of included construction drawings.  TowerCo is
proposing to plant 4’ Spartan Junipers surrounding the fenced compound to
screen the base from surrounding views.  This complies section 2b above
allowing four foot hedge shrubs at time of planting.  This requirement has been
satisfied.

(5) Signs. No signs bearing advertising will be permitted on the fence
surrounding the tower. Warning, danger, high voltage or similar signs are
allowed.

RESPONSE

TowerCo only proposed FCC signage and site labeling identifying site
ownership.  There will be no advertising signs as part of this proposal.
Therefore, this requirement has been satisfied.

(6) Co-location. An applicant shall provide a certification by a registered
engineer licensed in the State of Iowa that the proposed commercial
communication tower is designed, structurally and electrically, to permit at a
minimum three (3) antenna systems of comparable size to be added to the
original tower. A new commercial communication tower shall not be approved
unless the communication equipment for the proposed tower cannot be
accommodated on an existing or approved tower within a one mile search radius
of the proposed tower due to one or more or the following reasons as
documented by a licensed engineer in the State of Iowa:

(a) The planned equipment would exceed the structural capacity of the existing
or approved tower.

(b) The planned equipment would cause interference materially impacting the
usability of other existing or planned equipment at the tower.

(c) Existing or approved towers cannot accommodate the planned equipment at
a height necessary to function reasonably.
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(d) Other unforeseen reasons that make it infeasible to locate the planned
communications equipment upon an existing or approved tower.

RESPONSE

Please find enclosed a copy of the tower designs, signed and sealed by a
professional engineer licensed in Iowa.  Page 2 of this design confirms through
the tower profile as well as design table that the tower will be capable of 3
antenna systems of comparable size.  Therefore, this requirement has been
satisfied.

TowerCo is proposing to replace our existing tower on the north side of 142nd

Ave with a new tower due to the proposed DOT highway project.  As a result,
we have chosen to pursue a new tower on the south side of 142nd Ave.   The
existing US Cellular tower on the south side of 142nd has not been selected for
colocation of T-Mobile’s equipment due to the uncertainly of that tower’s ground
lease.  This lease will terminate in under 10 years with no guarantee of renewal.
With no long term certainly for this site, T-Mobile could not collocate in good
faith knowing that this tower may not remain on the property in the future.
Therefore, this requirement has been satisfied.

(7) Abandoned or Unused Towers. The applicant shall present a signed lease
agreement, a recorded declaration of covenants or other satisfactory evidence
showing that the owner/operator of a tower is obligated to promptly remove the
tower at the end of the lease term or when the antenna thereon is no longer
used, and that the site will be returned to original condition. If a tower is granted
a conditional use permit, the conditional use permit will terminate when the lease

for the site terminates or when the antenna is no longer in use. 

RESPONSE

TowerCo has included a redacted copy of the executed ground lease
confirming that it contains removal language.  Please see page 2, Section 6,
subsection (a) which confirms the tower will be removed at TowerCo’s expense
within 180 days of the termination of the lease.  Therefore, this requirement has
been satisfied.

(8) Safety. The tower design and construction must be certified by a registered
engineer. The tower must meet all applicable FCC and FAA requirements.

RESPONSE

TowerCo acknowledges and confirms that the proposed facility will meet all
requirements of the FCC and FAA.  Additionally, we have included the tower
designs and construction drawings signed and sealed by a registered engineer.
Therefore, this requirement has been satisfied.
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(9) Equipment Cabinets and buildings. No spacing requirements between
equipment cabinets. Equipment buildings must be separated a minimum of 10
feet.

RESPONSE

TowerCo acknowledges and will comply with the requirements of this section.

Conditional Use Permit Standards

Section 1.  Review Standards

The review determines whether the proposed use should be permitted by weighing 
public need for and benefits to be derived from the use against the local impact 
which it may cause. The review shall consider the proposal in terms of: 

Existing zoning and land use in the vicinity of the use; and 

RESPONSE:

The property’s current zoning is AG being used as a farm field by property owner.

planned and proposed public and private developments which may be adversely 
affected by the proposed use; and 

RESPONSE

The projected is being proposed in response to a DOT project which requires the
removal and relocation of the existing tower’s location on the north side of 142nd Ave
Therefore, this project is in direct response to assist DOT with their capital
improvement project.

whether and to what extent the proposed use, at the particular location for which it is 
suggested, is necessary or desirable to provide a development which is in the interest 
of the public or which will contribute to the general welfare of the area or Polk County; 
and 

RESPONSE

The proposed wireless communication facility is necessary due to the fact that it’s
existing on air site across the street has to be removed in order to accommodate the
DOT project. Therefore, it is in the interest and general welfare of the area to maintain
wireless communication service by developing this project.
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whether and to what extent all steps possible have been taken by the developer to 
minimize any adverse effects of the proposed use on the immediate vicinity and on 
the public health, safety and welfare in general. 

RESPONSE

The proposed project will not create any noise, pollution, light, or other adverse
affects.  If T-Mobile were to lose the existing on air site on the north side of NE 142
Ave, without a replacement site, it would create a coverage gap, including any
associated E911 services.  The height of the tower is such that it will not require
lighting.  It generates no pollution, and can accommodate additional wireless tenants
in the future should they need a structure to collocate.

Additionally, the tower has been sited such that it is equal to or more than tower
height from all property lines.  Therefore, it poses no structural risk to adjoining land
owners or ROWs.

Section 2.  General Standards for Conditional Use Permits

No application for a conditional use permit shall be approved unless the Board of 
Adjustment specifically finds the proposed conditional use appropriate in the location 
for which it is proposed. This finding shall be based on the following criteria: 

The proposed use shall be in harmony with the general purpose, goals, objectives, 
and standards of the Polk County Comprehensive Plan, this Ordinance, or any other 
plan, program, map, or ordinance adopted, or under consideration pursuant to official 
notice, by the County. 

The proposed location and use shall be consistent with policies or provisions of the 
Comprehensive Plan, this Ordinance, or other plans or programs of the County. 

RESPONSE

The proposed wireless communication facility supports the goals, policies and
provisions of the Polk County 2050 Comprehensive Plan.  The small footprint of the
tower site will not have a meaningful impact on the preservation of the predominantly
agricultural landscape in this area.  Additionally, it supports the recommendations and
goals of the Infrastructure component of the comprehensive plan.  The plan has, as a
goal, a resilient infrastructure system.  Maintaining wireless communication and E911
services through the approval of the TowerCo facility would support this goal.
Therefore, this requirement has been satisfied.

The proposed use at the proposed location shall not result in a substantial or undue 
adverse effect on adjacent property, the character of the neighborhood, traffic 
conditions, parking, public improvements, public sites or rights-of-way, or other 
matters affecting the public health, safety, and general welfare, either as they now 
exist or as they may in the future be developed as a result of the implementation of 
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provisions and policies of the Comprehensive Plan, this Ordinance, or any other plan, 
program, map, or ordinance adopted, or under consideration pursuant to official 
notice, by the County or other governmental agency having jurisdiction to guide 
growth and development. 

RESPONSE

The proposed 150’ monopole will be located in a farm field along NE 142nd Ave.  This
location will not substantially or adversely affect the adjacent property or character of
the neighborhood due to it’s low impact characteristics.  It does not generate noise,
odor, fumes, or light.  Additionally, it is located at least the height of the tower from all
property lines, providing a significant buffer from surrounding lands and right of ways.
It does not generate traffic in an impactful way.  The site will also comply with all other
applicable requirements of the Polk County Zoning ordinance.

The proposed use in the proposed area will be adequately served by, and will not 
impose an undue burden on, any public improvements, facilities, utilities, and 
services. Where any such improvements, facilities, utilities, or services are not 
available or adequate to service the proposed use in the proposed location, the 
applicant shall, as part of the application and a condition to approval of the proposed 
conditional use permit, be responsible for establishing ability, willingness, and binding 
commitment to provide such improvements, facilities, utilities, and services in 
sufficient time, and in a manner consistent with the Comprehensive Plan, this 
Ordinance, and other plans, programs, maps, and ordinances adopted by Polk 
County to service the development. The approval of the conditional use permit shall 
be conditioned upon such improvements, facilities, utilities, and services being 
provided and guaranteed by the applicant. 

RESPONSE

The proposed wireless communication facility will be served by existing utilities and
not be a burden on these resources.  In fact, this project supports public
improvements currently being proposed by IOWADOT in the immediate area.

TowerCo acknowledges it’s responsibility for any conditioned improvements
associated with the project and approvals.



SITE LOCATION (E-911 ADDRESS TBD)
2241 NE 142ND AVE.
ELKHART, IA 50073
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 LATITUDE: N41° 49' 11.44" (41.8198452)

LONGITUDE: W93° 34' 22.25" (-93.5728468)
TAX/PIN #: 210-00255-001-000
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DEVELOPER
TOWERCO
5000 VALLEYSTONE DRIVE
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PHONE: (919) 653-5710
ATTN: AMANDA FRY
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CONSUMERS ENERGY
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ATTN: JEFF LANNING
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DEL B STALL
2241 NE 142ND AVE
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WARRENVILLE, IL 60555
PHONE: (630) 487-5550
ATTN: KATELYN DRAPEAU, P.E.
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ELKHART, IA

POLK COUNTY

TowerCo

SHEET NO.: SHEET DESCRIPTION:

T1 TITLE SHEET

N1 GENERAL NOTES

SURVEY TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY (BY OTHERS)

C1 OVERALL PARCEL AND SITE PLAN

C2 ENLARGED SITE PLAN

C2-1 CARRIER EQUIPMENT PLAN

C3 FENCE, GATE, AND COMPOUND DETAILS

C4 ACCESS ROAD DETAILS

C5 SITE SIGNAGE DETAILS

C6 ANTENNA AND TOWER ELEVATION DETAILS

D1 CARRIER RFDS

D2 CARRIER RF PLUMBING DIAGRAM

L1 LANDSCAPING PLAN

SHEET INDEX

5000 VALLEYSTONE DRIVE
CARY, NC 27519

IA0360
STALL RELO

JURISDICTION
ELKHART TOWNSHIP

STATE
IOWA

TOWER TYPE
MONOPOLE TOWER

TOWER HEIGHT
150' (157' TO HIGHEST APPURTENANCE)

NUMBER OF CARRIERS
1 PROPOSED, 3 FUTURE

USE
PROPOSED TELECOMMUNICATIONS TOWER
AND UNMANNED EQUIPMENT

FLOOD INFORMATION
SITE IS LOCATED WITHIN FEMA FLOOD MAP
AREA 19153C0055F DATED 02/01/19 WITHIN
FLOOD ZONE X.

POLK COUNTY SHERIFF  DEPARTMENT
5995 NE 14TH STREET
DES MOINES, IA 50313
PHONE: (515) 286-3306
ATTN: DISPATCHER

ELKHART FIRE DEPARTMENT
260 NW MAIN STREET
ELKHART, IA 50073
PHONE: (515) 367-3105
ATTN: DISPATCHER

ELKHART TOWNSHIP PLANNING & ZONING
260 NW MAIN STREET
ELKHART, IA 50073
PHONE: (515) 367-4735
ATTN: TBD

DRIVING DIRECTIONS

EMERGENCY INFORMATION

VICINITY MAP

REGIONAL MAP

PERMIT INFORMATIONPROJECT CONTACTSPROJECT SUMMARY

TowerCo

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS ENGINEERING DOCUMENT WAS
PREPARED BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT PERSONAL
SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEERING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF IOWA.

_________________________________________________________
(SIGNATURE)          (DATE)

PRINTED OR TYPED NAME: KATELYN DRAPEAU, P.E.

LICENSE NUMBER: PE27394

MY LICENSE RENEWAL DATE IS 12/31/23

PAGES OF SHEETS COVERED BY THIS SEAL: ALL PAGES (1 - 9)

02/20/2023

FROM THE DES MOINES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AT 5800 FLEUR DR, DES
MOINES, IA 50321. GET ON I-235 E FROM FLEUR DR AND MARTIN LUTHER
KING JR PKWY. HEAD WEST ON COWLES DR. TURN LEFT ONTO FLEUR DR.
CONTINUE ONTO MARTIN LUTHER KING JR PKWY. CONTINUE ONTO 19TH PL.
TURN RIGHT ONTO THE RAMP TO I-235 E. KEEP LEFT, FOLLOW SIGNS FOR
I-235 E AND MERGE ONTO I-235 E. FOLLOW I-235 E AND I-35 N TO NE 126TH
AVE. TAKE EXIT 96 FROM I-35 N. MERGE ONTO I-235 E. CONTINUE ONTO I-35
N. TAKE EXIT 96 TOWARD ELKHART/POLK CITY. TAKE NE 29TH ST TO NE
142ND AVE. TURN RIGHT ONTO NE 126TH AVE. TURN LEFT AT THE 1ST
CROSS STREET ONTO NE 29TH ST. TURN LEFT ONTO NE 142ND AVE.
DESTINATION WILL BE ON THE LEFT.
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SCALE: 1" = 30'

ENLARGED SITE PLAN1
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SCALE: 1" = 5'
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FENCE NOTES:

NOT TO SCALE

CHAIN LINK FENCE AND GATE ELEVATION1
C3

FENCE, GATE, AND
COMPOUND

DETAILS

C3
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NOT TO SCALE

MUSHROOM STOP2
C3 NOT TO SCALE

SITE COMPOUND SURFACE DETAIL3
C3 NOT TO SCALE

SECTION AT FENCE4
C3
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NOT TO SCALE

CONSTRUCTION ENTRANCE1
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STANDARD ACCESS ROAD AND TURNAROUND DETAIL2
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YELLOW BACKGROUND w/
BLACK LETTERING

 3  NOTICE-RFE SIGN

Beyond this point:
Radio frequency fields at this site may exceed FCC
rules for human exposure.

For your safety, obey all posted signs
and site guidelines for working in radio frequency environments.

All personnel should have electromagnetic energy (EME) awareness training.
All personnel entering this site must be authorized.
Obey all posted signs.
Assume all antennas are active.
Before working on antennas, notify owners and disable appropriate
transmitters.
Maintain minimum 3 feet clearance from all antennas.
Do not stop in front of antennas.
Use personal RF monitors while working near antennas.
Never operate transmitters without shields during normal operation.
Do not operate base station antennas in equipment room.

NOTICE

In accordance with Federal Communications
Commission rules on radio frequency emissions 47 CFR 1.1307(b)

NOTICE

 1  NO-TRESPASSING SIGN

BLACK LETTERING
WHITE BACKGROUND w/

BLACK LETTERING
WHITE BACKGROUND w/

RADIO FREQUENCY ENVIRONMENT AREA
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY BEYOND THIS POINT!

Personnel proceeding beyond this poinrt must obey all posted signs, site guidelines and
Federal Regulations for working in radio frequency environments.

In accordance with Federal Regulations
on radio frequency emissions.

WHITE LETTERING
BLUE BACKGROUND w/NOTICE

 6  NOTICE-RF SIGN (BLUE)
12" WIDE X 18" HIGH

BLACK LETTERING
YELLOW BACKGROUND w/

BLACK LETTERING
WHITE BACKGROUND w/

Beyond this point:
Radio frequency fields at this site may exceed FCC
rules for human exposure.

For your safety, obey all posted signs
and site guidelines for working in radio frequency environments.

In accordance with Federal Communications Commission rules on radio frequency
emissions 47 CFR 1.1307(b)

BLACK LETTERING
YELLOW BACKGROUND w/

! CAUTION

BLACK LETTERING
WHITE BACKGROUND w/

BLACK LETTERING
RED BACKGROUND w/

BLACK LETTERING
RED BACKGROUND w/

!

NO
TRESPASSING

VIOLATORS
WILL BE PROSECUTED

WARNING

XXXXXXX

RED LETTERING
WHITE BACKGROUND w/

WHITE W/BLACK LETTERING

 4  WARNING-RF SIGN (RED)

 7  FCC REGISTRATION SIGN

12" WIDE X 18" HIGH

20 WIDE X 4" HIGH

 5  CAUTION-RF SIGN (YELLOW)
12" WIDE X 18" HIGH

WHITE BACKGROUND w/
BLACK LETTERING

WHITE BACKGROUND w/
BLACK LETTERING

WHITE LETTERING
GREEN BACKGROUND w/

This is a _____________
Antenna Site

Site ID:
For information call:

 2  FUTURE CARRIER - SITE ID SIGN
15" HIGH X 23" WIDE

(OPERATIONS PROVIDED)

###-###-####

INFORMATION

18" HIGH X 24" WIDE
(OPERATIONS PROVIDED)

12" WIDE X 18" HIGH
(OPERATIONS PROVIDED)

FCC TOWER REGISTRATION NO.

NOT TO SCALE

SIGN PLACEMENT PLAN VIEW1
C5 NOT TO SCALE

TYPICAL SIGNS AND SPECIFICATIONS2
C5

NOT TO SCALE

SIGN PLACEMENT FRONT GATE VIEW3
C5

SITE SIGNAGE
DETAILS

C5
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NOT TO SCALE

MONOPOLE TOWER ELEVATION - VIEW FACING EAST2
C6NOT TO SCALE

ANTENNA ORIENTATION PLAN1
C6

NOTES:

ANTENNA AND
TOWER ELEVATION

DETAILS

C6
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DIAGRAM
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SCALE: 1" = 20'

LANDSCAPING PLAN1
L1

LANDSCAPING
PLAN

L1
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PLANT SCHEDULE

LEGEND QTY. BOTANICAL NAME COMMON
NAME

SPECIFICATION

ROOT SIZE MIN. SPACING
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